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Allison Post Maps Breath on 15MM
Name: _________________________________________ Date: ___________

antecedents

sleep/relaxation

Breath "bathes" the cells,
organs and all structures
Negatively impacting breath:
- trauma
- genetic disorders
- embryonic, natal, post-natal
physiological or
psychological trauma
- temporary or chronic
autonomic dysfunction
- heart & kidney disease
often correlated with breath
disorders
- disconnect from nature
triggering events

- trauma
- environmental toxin
exposures or over-exposures
- chemical poisoning
- allergic and asthmatic
reactions
- stress!!

immune and
inflammatory
balance

* Inflammation will negatively
impact breathing
* Disturbed breathing patterns can
exacerbate problems
* Breathing is key for lymph
function (take out trash!)

Breath is our somatic
intelligence; it's who we are
from moment to moment
+ How we sense into who we
are?
+ "How is my body reacting?"

* Toxins impact the quality of breath
exercise/movement

oxidative
stress, energy
production

gastrointestinal

* Good breathing aids peristalsis
* Constipation
* Lymph nodes and neurotransmitters in the
belly are affected when not breathing well
* Good breathing supports gut/brain -- mood,
metabolism
* Facial tension shows if one is holding their
breath * Is the body stiff or lose?
* Breath is in our ribcage oxygenating all
of the organs
* Diaphragm has a central tendon
structural
integrity

mediators

Breathing = relaxation
Disturbed sleep can be linked
to disturbed breathing

environmental
inputs

* Good nutrition and hydration necessary
to have the energy to breathe fully, and to
regulate the autonomic nervous system
* Good breathing helps to energize the body and
tone the nervous system
* Deep and complete breathing signals the liver to
detoxify, the colon to relax and move
the feces through the system
* Better lymph flow in the intestinal region,
and better blood flow to the kidneys to help
with blood filtration
detoxification

* Holding breath in your chest,
cuts off the integration of
heart, mind and belly where
happiness and sadness
is created

mind, spirit,
emotions,
community

* Shallow breathing leads
to stymied gut-brain
connection (impaired vagal
tone
* Cortisol is raised when holding
our breath.

hormones,
neurotransmitters

+ Deep, mindful breathing
brings the full body systems
together
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Encourages better breathing;
stimulates, tones and
regulates the nervous system

nutrition/hydration

Breathing allows for more
conscious awareness of thirst,
hunger and other body signals

stress/resilience

Regulate the breath to engage
the parasympathetic nervous
system, the vagus nerve and
the social neuron system

relationships/networks

What can practitioners do?
1. need to learn to breath
ourselves (mirror)
2. breath with the client; begin
each session with breathing
3. unfold the breath little by
little.

